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In liquid rocket propulsion, the knowledge and the understanding of liquid-gas interfacial
phenomena are very important. This is of keen importance for predicting the onset of
cavitation occurring in swirl injection elements used in STME, as well as atomization
processes in shear-induced injector's (co-axial) and impinging injector elements. From the
fact that all the physical processes including droplets size distribution, droplet dispersion,
mixing and combustion are controlled by atomization processes, it is expected that the
successful incorporation of the volume of fraction (VOF) will greatly enhance the analytical
capability for predicting spray combustion processes in liquid-fueled engines.
In this paper, a methodology is developed to define and track interfaces between two
fluids in a non-orthogonal,body-fitted grids using a single fractional volume of fluid(VOF)
variable to describe the distribution of the liquid phase in a gas-liquid flow field. This
method was implemented in a matured C'FD code MAST (Multiphase All-Speed Transient)
utilizing the general PISO-C algorithm. For the preliminary study for analyzing the spray
combustion and tracking the interface between two phase, we will report the progress on
simulation of the instability on the liquid column, the surface wave instability and the
droplet breakup from the liquid surface.
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Comparison of penetration length ver. time for burning and
evaporating sprays
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Liquid Column Jet Breakup Problem
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Liquid Droplet Breakup Problem
(a) Time = 4.078 x 10 -6 sec Cycle= 26










Liquid Droplet Breakup Problem
(a) Time = 3.410 x 10.5 sec Cycle= 219
(b) Time = 4.401 x 10.5 sec Cycle= 284
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Liquid Droplet Breakup Problem
(a) Time = 5.409 x 10 .5 sec Cycle= 351
(b) Time = 5.911 x 10 .5 sec Cycle= 385
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